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Rating 

 
What was good about your care and what could be improved? 

 
1 Wallhouse is always good. Lots of nice caring doctors and brilliant staff. Best doctors I have been 

registered too. 

1 I had a very nice doctor who gave me helpful advice for my symtoms 

1 Dr is very Nice and helpful. However appointments always seem to run late 

1 Doctor was great and everyone at surgery helpful 

1 The dr was very thorough 

1 Faultless 

1 Was seen on time. Good bedside manner 

1 Short waiting time. Doctor asked lots of questions and very attentive 

1 I am quite happy with the service that is given. 

1 Care good sometimes have to wait over your actual appointment time 

1  Care was great.  I now prefer the fact that I called yesterday and got an appointment for today 
targeting than having to wait.  Will be better once the building is finished 

1 Good continuity of care. 

1 Kind sympathetic excellent care. Dr Chan is super. 

1 The dr was lovely , 

1 Quick appointments 
Reduce waiting times - which might be impossible 

1 I was listened to and the Dr explained what was going to happen next. Appointment was on time! 

1 The doctors at the Wallhouse Surgery are excellent at explaining any problems. This is especially 
useful true for Dr Kerr who I saw this time.  

1 Dr ray is a very kind and understanding gp 

1 No improvements needed the doctor I saw was brilliant, she  really cared about how I was coping 
with my condition and gave me some really good advice. 

1  Dr was very good. I had never met her before but would be more than happy to see her again. In my 
experience the staff at this practice are excellent.  

1 Dr. Ray was very  professional, friendly and  encouraging as always.  The reception team were also 
very friendly and helpful.  I can't think of any negative 

1 The doctors listened to what my problem was and she also checked it out. She was very good. 

1 Very helpful doctor who answered all my questions. Very reassuring manner. 

1 Nurse Linda was fantastic, very professional and put me at ease 

1 The doctor were incredibly professional, understanding and empathetic. Really good care 

1 It was really good. Dr Patel was engaged, involved and I felt good with the care and advice. 

1 Tricky ear syringe was carried out with skill and tenacity ! 

1 ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a very punctual service without feeling rushed. 

1 Staff is really lovely and today it was actually able to get an appointment 

1 The nurse was very informative and didnt rush the appointment 

1 Some good helpful doctors 

1 Very efficient.  Helpful staff. 

1 Seen on time. Friendly, professional & helpful explanations. 

1 Always willing to help and go the extra mile. Always a friendly face. Thanks Hazel 

1 Quick appointment time. Was seen straight away. 

1 Very prompt and helpful, nothing to be improved from my experience 

1 All of the doctors/nurse practitioner/nurses are excellent. Waiting times could be improved. 



1 Appointment was on time, doctor very supportive re my issue and helpful with prescription. 

1 Gentle removal of dressings after operation. Nothing 

1 I cannot fault the care I have received from your Surgery. The communication, care and the 
extremely polite way I am spoken to great.  

1  Nothing could be improved, the doctor was very knowledgable, approachable with good bedside 
manner. Waiting time was good and I didnt feel rushed  

1 Thorough and caring doctor. 

1 On time and efficiently accomplished. 

1 I came for a coil fitting the dr explained well and checked I was ok on the procedure and during it! 

1 That Dr Long took the time to listen to me and answer my questions. Nothing to improve 

1 Able to book appt 2days in advance listened to by gp given sound advice 

1 It was easy to get an appointment and the staff are efficient I was seen at the time there were no 
delays 

1 Always happy with the care provided at our surgery 

1 I received answers to the questions I had.  I was told about things I didn't know and given a lot of 
information to take away to read through  

1 Doctor really listened to me and I felt reassured, I felt he had my best interest at heart and clearly 
passionate about his job. 

1 New appointment scheme and being seen on time 

1 Like the new appointment system-much clearer; Dr Chan brilliant-v thorough and kind 

1 Doc Patel is great 

1 Positive and focused 

1 Wall House is well organised and always does its best even when very busy. 

1 In view of the busy time I was seen fairly on time. Dr Boules was keen to listen and explain, was 
helpful and seemed to me to provide very sound advice. 

1 The doctor didn't rush me and listened 

1 I have been so impressed very thorough. I love the app 

1 I was late for my appt as there was no parking available and then discovered my sons app.t  with Dr 
Boules had been cancelled ( even tho I had text reminder 

1 The doctor I spoke to was friendly, approachable and easy to talk to. No improvement needed 

1 Excellent, prompt service 

1 The nurse was very good and efficient. Waiting time from diagnosis to treatment was unfortunately 
rather long. 

1 Very thorough and took sufficient time to understand my condition 

1 No improvements required. Timely and efficient appointment 

1 Patience and understanding. 

1 Waiting area but it is under review. Staff are always helpful and try to help 

1 Dr Kerr is lovely 
Building work seems to have been going on for ages 

1 Excellent service and support from Dr Ray . 

1 We were unable to get her an appointment until now. 

1 Got appointment when I needed one. Parking situation is getting more difficult. 

1 Staff very helpful and attentive Easier to get appointments to see a doctor 

1 Felt relaxed and able to talk to the nurse without feeling hurried. 

1 Appointment on time and nurse was very friendly and nice. Surgery needed to be warmer as it was 
very cold in there. 

1 Professional, courteous  and I didn't feel rushed 

1 Excellent understanding, patience and prompt follow through with referrals. 

1 Dr lovis is exellent , she listens, explains, 



1 Receptionist was polite and helpful. Nurse was polite, friendly and efficient. Didn't have to wait long. 

1 Thank you 

1 The nurse really took time to make sure my little boy was settled before his immunisations. She 
talked to him, answered all his questions  

1 nice polite service, was a bit passed  my appointment time, but don't think this could be helped. 

1 All the Drs and staff at the Wall house surgery are always very polite and super efficient. 

1 Dr ray all ways takes time to listen the whole wall house surgery team are helpful and professional 
wonderful service 

1 Very friendly helpful staff. 

1 The whole team atWallhouse are fantastic. Supportive, encouraging and friendly. Extremely 
approachable service despite always being clearly busy. 

1 Receptive and responsive to patient concerns. Prompt intervention and reassurance. Many thanks, 
especially in such a challenging and demanding time 

1 Seen quickly and waited in a comfortable waiting room (even if it was only temporary) 

1 Friendly, personal and professional service 

1 Information boards not working. But probably due to on going works. Appointment system has 
improved. Dr service very good 

1 Great care. Parking is bad. Appointments often running very late too, which is worrying when you're 
parked in a time limited space. 

1 Patrick Kerr is an outstanding general practitioner who always goes the extra mile. 

1 Great dr x 

1 Helpful Dr. 

1 Receptionist/1st stage call for urgent appointments excellent and GPs also excellent when u seek 
advice 

1 Attentive staff. 

1 The checking in system and receptionists. 

1 Level of care given was excellent 

1 Difficult to see doctor of choice. When following up from a previous apt it would be easier to see the 
same dr. 

1 Very efficient- excellent service- no improvement needed. 

1 [1/2] On the 3 or 4 occasions I have been to the surgery in the last 6 months all the Doctors were 
easy to talk to, good listeners, non judgemental and polite 

1 Doctor was thorough and l left with confidence in my diagnoses. Down side is waiting time. 

1 Every thing good 

1 My care has always been good at the wall house for me and my family for many years now  
Cannot really find anything to improve on 

1 Dr. Patel was very professional and friendly!! 

1 Lovely doctor who spent time to explain different medications to me 

1 Doctors alway are Pleasant and lisson to what you say 

1 The nurse was friendly, I felt comfortable throughout and my appointment was on time. 

1 All good, very satisfied thank you 

1 Quick appointment and excellent doctor. 

1 Having a lovely female doctor who really listened and took action 

1 Staff are always polite and considerate. The doctor was thorough in her examination, giving clear 
diagnostic assessment which helped put me at ease. Thank you. 

1 Friendly and knowledgeable staff 

1 Lovely nurse and didn't have to wait at all 

1  The Doctor was reassuring and respectful. Talked through possible next steps and involved me in 
decision around my daughter's care.  

1 Nice doctors 



1 Most helpful and useful information provided 

1 Very thorough caring dr . Dr Boules. Parking a big problem. 

1 The midwife was friendly, polite, and found out the answers to all my questions-even getting in touch 
with a dr at east Surrey to find out the answer 

1 Very professional and compassionate staff, doctors and nurses. I didn't see any room for 
improvement I've always had great care at this surgery. 

1 Very polite reception and nurse, reception area a bit cold. 

1 All good. Very good treatment from the nurse. 

1 All in all a good experience 

1 Booking appointments 

1 The staff at reception at very helpful and polite. We were seen quite promptly. Keep it up. 

1 the doctor discovered an ear infection in the right ear and prescribed separate antibiotics (ear drops). 

1 The receptionist was very polite and I saw the doctor very promptly thanks 

1 Happy, polite staff and a welcoming atmosphere 

1 Nurse Sharon very helpful, good listener. No suggestions for further improvement in this case. 

1 I was seen on time nurse was pleasant and friendly and no improvement needed 

1 New blood lady was brilliant and for the first time, hit the spot with her opening hit!! Lady on 
reception was really helpful too with info on injections 

1 No comments re improvement. All services are good. 

1 An appointment at short notice ,and good advice .thanks 

1 Punctual, efficient, easy. 

1 Attentive 

1 Dr Reeves lovely manner. I was treated with respect and care. 
I was not rushed. 

1  Kind, efficient phone team. And again, kind and knowledgeable doctors. If there was anything to be 
improved it would be the limited about of urgent appointments 

1 Who is coordinating the building project? In London they built the Shard in less time than your 
surgery has been going on! 

1  thank you v much. 

1 Staff are excellent , will be nice when building work finished 

1 Efficient friendly service 

1 The helpfulness of all concerned and their efficiency 

1 Good: Continuity of care with the same doctor. Could be better: easier to get appointment with same 
doctor. 

1 Dr remembered me, was welcoming and friendly. He was helpful, knowledgeable and reassuring 

1 Seen quickly. Pediatric nurse seems very competent and friendly. Parking is a nightmare! 

1 The care 

1 Doctor Chan was very professional with a friendly manner. She explained everything clearly and I 
left the surgery completely satisfied. 

1 Competent doctors. 

1 Admin assistance and personal approach. Drs willing to go extra mile. All good 

1 Friendly and professional nurse who administered my child's injections today. 

1 Get the building work finished would help. 

1 Seen promptly and given good advice. 

1 Just of the experience it is always nice, very consistent in the positive performance 

1 Care and attentiom by dr 

1  After speaking to NHS Direct yesterday I was advised to contact my GP for an appointment and was 
seen this afternoon by Dr Ray, who was very helpful  



1 Got an appointment on the same day! 

1 Thorough. Listened to. Registration process needs speeding up. 

1 Doctor explained options to me. Which meant I understood exactly what he was saying. 

1 Seeing the same Doctor again, being able to book an appointment for the same day. Nothing bad to 
report 

1 Nurse Hazel couldn't have been nicer to my little boy, she was kind and reassuring 

1 Dr Aziz was so lovely and helpful with my sensitive issue. 

1 Punctual & efficient 

1 Lucie was thorough as always. No improvements could be made 

1 Mr Boules was understanding not rushing me offering advice and information on your Well-being 
support on Thursdays, which i will make an appointment for. 

1 No wait time and problem dealt with professionally and efficiently. 

1 Very kind nurse. Very good advise and actually seemed like she cared. 

1 Dr Reeves is excellent, she takes time and listens, 

1 Everything was excellent. 

1 The care I received was excellent and the referral I needed was organised very very quickly. 

1 Listened and examined and took time 

1 The doctor I saw was helpful, kind and gave me clear ideas of what my next steps were, detailed 
explanations and listened carefully.  

1 The nurse was very caring. 
Waiting room to hectic. 

1 On time, thorough check of the three of us. Lucy took her time to make sure all ok. Relaxed 
atmosphere. 

1  Dr Eugene Boules was very attentive and thorough in communicating solutions to my problem. I felt 
the level of care was of a high standard - keep up the good work 

1 Excellent theres not a single fault about your care,just get the building finished 

1  Had a very traumatised teenager this morning that didn't want the blood test she was booked in for. 
The lady on the front desk was extremely patient  

1 I was seen straight away by the nurse for my blood test, but asked to make another appointment for 
an asthma review. I wondered why that could have been 

1 My care has always been excellent but lately getting appointments for diabetic checks has been 
difficult, none in the diary!!  

1 Have absolutely no complaints about my recent visit to Yorke Road. 
Appt gained quite quickly tho the reasoning about how and when you can book for a coup 

1 appointments up to a month in advance with the doctor of preference. 

1  I love  the  self check in too. 

1  The nurses I see on a regular basis, ie Nurses Annette, Hazel and Linda are always kind and helpful 
and are totally dedicated .  

1 Able to get an appointment quickly when needed. A pharmacist next door to the drs would be useful 
and less hold time when trying to get through on the phone 

1 All 3 doctors I've seen till now were very helpful and understanding.  The reception staff are very 
nice. 

1 All aspects excellent 

1 Apppointment given on the day and was on time. 

1 Attentive. Professional. Supportive 

1 Care is great but parking is a huge issue 

1 Caring nurse removed 3 year old's stitches. Nothing to be improved upon 

1 Clear concise listening information and action 

1 Doctors always give sympathetic attention to detail and thoughtful care. 
The online booking system is difficult if you wish to see a particular doctor. 



1 Dr listened gave good advice 

1 Dr long is fantastic. So caring, thorougher and understanding. Nothing could be improved she is a 
fantastic doctor , thank you 

1 Dr Reeves was lovely, she made me feel at ease and very comfortable. Nothing needs to be 
improved. 

1 Excellent care from the gp. Improvements would be to.keep appointment on time. 

1 Fit daughter in quickly and appointment was on time. 

1 Friendly , efficient doctors and reception staff. 
Still quite difficult to get an appointment. 

1 Friendly staff 

1 Great support for quitting smoking. Easy to get a repeat prescription. 

1 I felt the doctor was caring , explained everything thoroughly. I would book with this Dr again . 

1 I was filling so well with all of you!!!Thanks a lot! 

1 I was given a quick appointment through the triage system. The Dr I saw was brilliant. Very satisfied. 

1 Kind & polite care and seen on time. Many thanks. 

1 Not a thing all went as expected 

1 Personal interactions. 

1 Positive and pleasant attitude by Dr. on time too! 

1 Really good nice doctors. Could improve on waiting time 

1 Speedy remote service with sympathetic doctor 

1 The staff were good and knowledgeable. 

1 There were times when answer phone for insurances etc was unattended! But I'm very happy with 
The Wall House. Thank you 

1 Timely, kind and efficient 

2 Nothing was 

2 B e notified electronically/verbally as waiting in waiting room as patients who have come in 10 or 20 
mins after you go in & are seen before you? 

2 Efficient, made the appointment with ease. Freezing cold waiting room, not good for old people!! 

2 Friendly staff and reasonably on time 

2 Pleasant doctor. Non judgemental. Sense of humour. Prompt. Did not rush me. 

2 quick appointment 

2 The personal care is always excellent but getting an appointment with the same dr for consistency is 
almost impossible. 

2 Allow appointments to be booked 2 weeks ahead. 

2 The doctor was pleasant and patient and made my son feel content during our visit 

2 Doctor very caring and efficient. Appointment system change is awful. Hopefully it is only temporary 

2 On time  and dr listened 

2  Improvements: more parking as parking is a nightmare. 

2 Doctor's knowledge and approach was good. More consultation time required. 

2 A straightforward process (blood test) perfectly done by a high level professional. 

2 Surgery terrible at moment being rebuilt.Nurse yesterdy helped find product 4 knee at Boots..end. 

2 Prompt booking, dedicated and pleasant staff in all areas. 

2 Came by bike but nowhere secure to lock it, as currently you don't have any facilities for this. This 
also promotes a healthier option for getting to the surgery 

2 Quick response as phones today and saw the doctor very quickly and didn't wait very long 

2 Helpful, understanding. 

2 Very friendly and informative nurse. Short waiting time. 

2 Speed of app on triag e system 



2 No long wait but serious overcrowding 

2 My dr was very attentive she listened understood and i didnt feel rushed 

2 Improve: Lack of parking, waiting time. Good: kindness of care received by medical staff. 

2  Dr seemed to care and listened well. However, I lack the continuity of being able to talk to the same 
dr each time- feel it makes the experience impersonal 

2 I don't like the new appointment system. I think you should be able to book an appointment with the 
doctor of your choice in advance.  

2  Kind nurse, chatty and made me feel relaxed. Looking forward to new surgery being completed. 
Parking is very challenging, I was worried I would be late  

2 Appointment on time and explained in detail 

2 Very friendly and welcoming doctor. 

2 Very timely 

3 The care is very good. Its the appointment system that lets you down 

3 The check in machine said the doctor was running on time when I got there and I ended up waiting 
an hour before I was seen with only one other person 

3  one male doctor unsympathetic and patronising. 

3 Efficient nurse but almost no people skills - rather cold and unfriendly unfortunately. 

3 Waiting time could be improved. 20 minutes late. 

3 Always on hold for ages on phone to book an appointment. Reception staff sometimes a little rude 
and unfriendly. 

4 Great care. Useless premises! 

4 When I came in for my 6th week post natal check up. It was very rushed and she made me feel quite 
inadequate with some of the questions I had.  

4 Waiting times too long 45 minutes delayed appointment. And not the first time. Parking dreadful. 

4 Nothing 

4 . Patients should also be given a number so they know where they are in the queue. It is very 
frustrating. 

4 In general, doctors have been very good, but reception staff have been hit and miss; often 
inconsistent and sometimes showing a lack of empathy. 

4 Everything about the practice is good except the new booking process which is ridiculous as I cannot 
get an appointment as they have all gone  

5 Enough time for my appointment and good information received from GP 

5  Helpful explanations of possible causes, but reluctance to send for appropriate tests. Presume due 
to cost. Months are going by trying medications that d 

5 (Some) Receptionists are not kind 
, patient and friendly. 

5 Blood test good but unable to book those or BP checks on emismiss 4 

5 Nothing was good.  
Could improve by having continuity (ie one doctor who knows your full history) and an appointment 
system that allows this to happen.  

5 Waiting in phone 20 minutes or longer 

5 Being seen would've helped. 

5 My visit was a complete waste of time, for me, the GP, and the reception staff. 

 I was impressed by the speed of your response. 

 Dr have had care  of my health 

 I found the staff very friendly 

 Full understanding of medical situations, followed by good explanations. It would be helpful to be 
able to book 14 days in advance. 

 I didnt receive  care 

 


